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	Revision as of 15:00, 30 August 2023 (view source)
CartridgeCulture (talk | contribs)
 (This sales termination announcement lists an incorrect series of release dates, seemingly shifting all periods backwards by one. This results in most games appearing to have been released one year prior to the date they actually were. This mistake was corrected in the US version, published the following month. Category:Termination announcements)

 
	Latest revision as of 15:01, 30 August 2023 (view source) 
CartridgeCulture (talk | contribs) 
m (→Summary)

 

	Line 2:	Line 2:
	 	This sales termination announcement lists an incorrect series of release dates, seemingly shifting all periods backwards by one. This results in most games appearing to have been released one year prior to the date they actually were.
	 	This sales termination announcement lists an incorrect series of release dates, seemingly shifting all periods backwards by one. This results in most games appearing to have been released one year prior to the date they actually were.

	 		 	
	−	This mistake was corrected in [[SegaProductsTerminationAnnouncement 2016-12.pdf|the US version]], published the following month.
	+	This mistake was corrected in [[:File:SegaProductsTerminationAnnouncement 2016-12.pdf|the US version]], published the following month.

	 		 	
	 	[[Category:Termination announcements]]
	 	[[Category:Termination announcements]]




Latest revision as of 15:01, 30 August 2023

Summary

This sales termination announcement lists an incorrect series of release dates, seemingly shifting all periods backwards by one. This results in most games appearing to have been released one year prior to the date they actually were.

This mistake was corrected in the US version, published the following month.
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